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NEWS

MISSION FIELD WARDS DISMANTLED TO
BRING THE CHURCH TO THE PEOPLE
1

MISSION FIELD members time in Far Rockaway, N.Y., the
pine for the day when their Church had four active membranches are large enough and bers, and the nearest chapel was
self-sufficient enough to be in Brooklyn, about two and oneturned into wards when a stake is half hours away by subway With
formed. Washington, D.C., was the help of local leaders,
one such area. In June of 1940, President Kofford decided to
Washington, after years of mem- launch a small unit of the Church
bers' and missionaries' efforts, on Coney Island, next to
became the first East Coast area Rockaway. They rented a
to have a stake, and Ezra Taft building, and fifty people atBenson was called to be the stake tended the first Sundav: within
president.
eighteen months, they had
Within the last five years, opened two more units with a
however, the Church has dis- regular attendance of seventy
mantled a number of maior I each.
Upon release from his misurban-center wards in favor of
smaller, more personal, mission- sion, Elder Kofford was called
run branches or basic units into the Second Quorum of the
(small home-based groups, usu- Seventy and became president of
ally with just one leader) that the North America Northeast
often meet in store-front Area. It was in that capacity that
churches-not
unlike those he facilitated changes in other
maintained by evangelical and urban centers. "Most of the
rescue missions. And, in another world has essentially abandoned
philosophical shift, the Church the inner city," he said. "The
has turned to full-time mission- Church has moved in to try to fill
aries for leadership in what once that spiritual need."
was an established stake, in
Many members who have
hopes of giving some of these grappled with inner-city chalnewly formed branches in- lenges agree with Elder
creased stability
Kofford--stakes are far too
These inner-city Saints meet rigidly structured to meet the diin rented spaces such as the verse needs of an eclectic group
YMCA, a Jewish synagogue, or of urban-center Saints. MissionSeventh-day Adventist churches run branches, they say, provide
in Rochester, Detroit, Boston, much greater organizational flexand Miami, or an old Safeway ibility
grocery store in Washington. The
Jessie Embry, in Black Saints in
main criterion seems to be a safe a White Church (a recent book
location, close to the branch containing hundreds of intermembers.
views with black Saints, conducted by Alan Cherry), gives a
AN AMBITIOUS EXPERIMENT few examples of urban units that
have seen major structural
Elder Cree-L Kofford, a prin- changes:
c i ~ l earchitect of this ambitious
The Boston Massachusetts
experiment, discussed, in a re- Stake, in 1989, organized an
cent Salt Lake Tribune article, the urban congregation, the Malden
challenges facing urban city Branch, as part of a master plan.
members. Elder Kofford was a Since then, stake leaders have ormission president in New York ganized branches in Spanish,
City from 1989 to 1991. At that Portuguese, and Asian areas of

the city
The Pennsylvania Philadelphia Mission worked with
African Americans, Hispanic
Americans, and Asian Americans
living in ethnic neighborhoods.
Elder F: Enzio Busche, while in
the North America Northeast
Area presidency in 1991, organized the Philadelphia Metro
District. Two years later, the mission ran the district's ten urban
branches of some 500 members.
The Tribune reports that in
New York, there are thirteen
inner-city
congregationsmostly run by m&ionarieswhere once there were only
three.
WHY DOWNSIZE?

Bryan Waterman served in the
New Jersey Morristown mission
from 1989 to 1991 and worked
in the inner city He and Mission
President Clinton Davis-frustmted by inactivity rates and programs not
designed for
urban-centen-proposed
that
three existing units be divided
into twenty-five.
The main reason for the proposal was to move the Church
into locations accessible to innercity members. "It is nearly impossible to stay active when a
mother with three or four children has to travel two hours
through three different bus zones
every Sunday," he said. The proposal would have also provided
more opportunities for growth
and leadership. "Most of the
leaders were white and imported
from outside wards-dividing
the units would have gone a long
way in developing local leaders,"
Waterman said.
Although the proposal, modeled after successes in New York
and Philadelphia, was ultimately
rejected by the stake president,

who felt that too much effort and
money had been invested in the
existing units to dismantle them,
it illustrates the needs of urban
Saints.
Elder Kofford said increased
membership is only one goal.
"We're trying not only to get
people to church, but [also] into
an environment where they can
change their lives," he says. "To
do that, they need to have the
opportunity to serve other
people and of participating in
programs the church has that
help people become more
Christlike." For this to work, he
told the Tribune. the Church
must be flexible, making the
system work around the needs of
the people.
For example.
. . Elder Kofford
said, many Asian members work
so many hours that "the time it
takes for them to participate in
the full program is sometimes a
detriment." These units might
not use the standard three-hour
block of Sunday services. Other
programs, such as Scouting or
seminary, are bypassed. "We
make no effort to run basketball
programs," he says. "We found
the inner-city kids have enough
of the world that they love the island of spirituality that the
church represents. They flock to
the church."
The president of the Boston
Branch, one of the first inner-city
congregations formed, told
Cherry about the oasis they've
worked to create. "Our branch is
a neutral place; we accept people
where they are. . . . We offer
them peace with God and with
themselves, as well as practical
solutions to their everyday problems."
THE DOWNSIDE TO
DOWNSIZING
Kathleen Flake has served in
urban wards and basic units in
downtown Washington for several years. She now attends the
Capitol Hill Branch. The
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strengths of the [downsizing]
program are obvious, she told
the Tribune. "It allows the church
to meet the people and helps the
people to grow."
But there are also weaknesses,
she added. "These units face the
same public-policy questions as
the government-segregation
and inferiority of services. It protects the white suburban members from the crises of the black
population." With young
.
- missi&ries and recent members
leading these units, "you don't
have the ballast in the boat;
everybody's really new," she said.
Of particular value in the
D.C. congregations would be the
ward social programs, which
seem so redundant everywhere
else, Flake says. "These members
need a kitchen and a basketball
court." she savs. "The teens need
someplace toabring their friends
rather than go where their
friends go." The converts "bring
in with them every crisis that
made them open to the gospel in
the first place," she says.
"Illiteracy, addiction, crime,
grinding poverty. But all coupled
with profound faith."
One member whose ward was
divided in 1992 adds that when
you separate the more affluent
suburbs from the urban-centers,
vou lose the connections and financial support that once existed. "[When the ward was
dismantled], the extended support system was gone, the unofficial scholarship and tuition
programs some wealthy members had up for inner-city kids

U
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were disrupted."
With or without suburban
wards connected to the urban
Saints, it is impossible to avoid
the issue few mention: race.
When branches are established
in inner-city areas, they are made
up of ethnic minorities; this can
be, as one urban-center member
points out, a "public relations
nightmare for the Church."
Catherine Stokes, former Relief
Society president of the integrated Hyde Park Ward in
Chicago adamantly opposed s e p
arate units for central Chicago.
"It would tend to confirm what
most people think about the
church, that it is racist," she told
Cherry.
Also, the recent restructuring
creates an interesting organizational dynamic: when a ward is
divided into branches and basic
units and becomes Dart of the
mission president's responsibility,
the subsequent overlapping jurisdictions could easily cause tension between mission and stake
leaders. Still another issue is relying on an already over-extended mission president who
primarily is concerned with his
full-time
missionaries--some
wonder if he can ever be more
than an absentee stake president.
Elder Kofford, however, sees
hope in this combination of
problems and potential. "We take
people where we find them and
then lift them to higher heights,"
he told the Tribune. "We get them
harnessed pulling the wagon
right away We won't let them sit
V
on the back row."

RESEARCH REQUEST

B

WANTED:
MATERIAL (OFFICIAL O R PERSONAL) RELATING T O ACADEMIC
FREEDOM O R WOMEN'S ISSUES AT BYU FROM ANY TIME
PERIOD, BUT ESPECIALLY 1985-PRESENT

CONTACT BRIAN KAGEL O R BRYAN WATERMAN
SUNSTONE 331 S RIO GRANDE. SUITE 206
SALT LAKE CITY. UT 84101 801f355-5926
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BYUSCIENTISTS MAYHAVE
FOUND EARLIEST EGYPTIAN
CHRISTIANS

BYU researchers Wilfred Griggs and Marvin Kuchar examine the burial

wrappings of an Egyptian mummyfound at the Fayum excavation site.
A GROUP of BW researchers
may have unearthed some of the
earliest evidences of Christianity
in Egypt.
BW professor of ancient
scripture C. Wilford Griggs and
his team have excavated nearly
500 graves in the Fag El Gamous
cemetery near Cairo since 1980.
According to the Associated
Press, it wasn't until the past
couple of years that Griggs
began noticing that the bodies
he uncovered were entombed in
different directions based on the
time period of their death. He
didn't think much of it until he
found a radical change in the
bodies buried after A.D. 50: all
the burials are reversed, with the
feet to the east-a direction that
"corresponds to early Christian
belief that the resurrected Christ
would return to the earth from
the west," he said.
Marvin Kuchar, excavation
foreman for the project and a research chemist who studies ancient textiles, says other
evidences of Christian belief are
found in the sometimes twentysix layers of ceremonial burial
clothing adorned with religious

symbols, including crosses, lotus
flowers, and the roundel or "sacred circle." Griggs is careful to
point out that the research is still
in initial stages, but, based on
preliminary findings, he believes
missionaries from neighboring
lands converted mass numbers of
Egyptians to Christianity much
earlier than most historians now
think.
University of Utah professor
of anthropology Philip Hammond told the AP he is skeptical
and believes the findings will be
difficult to substantiate. But
Griggs and
microbiologist
Scott Woodward hope to verify
their conclusions through DNA
testing at BW, which houses the
largest reservoir of ancient DNA
samples in the world-currently
about 800.
In addition to BW'S research
at the Fag El Gamous cemetery, it
has gained permission from the
Egyptian government to study
royal mummies. Again, through
DNA analysis, Wood- ward and
hi team hope to reconstruct, for
the first time, the tangled genealogy of Egypt's royal pharaohs
r.3
and queens.
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SYUJOINS LANDLORDS IN
FIGHT AGAINST ACLU
LAST WINTER BYU found itself scrambling to modify its student housing policies after the
American Civil Liberties Union
threatened legal action. (See "BYU
Changes
Housing
Policy,
Separates Students from NonStudents," SUNSTONE, Feb.
1994.) BYUS problems began
when, during a routine apartment
check at a BYU-approvedapartment complex, university officials
caught a tenant violating BYU'S
residential living policy by displaying posters of barely clothed
women. The tenant, who is a
Geneva Steel employee and does
not attend BYU,was told to remove the posters or face eviction.
He refused and turned to the
ACLU for help. BYU went through
a series of negotiations with ACLU
staff attorney Kathryn Kendell,

and eventually changed its
housing policy. Now, for an apartment complex to retain its valued
BYU-approved status, it must provide separate living
for
students and non-students.
The compromise apparently
didn't have its desired effect.
Carol Gnade, ACLU executive director was soon quoted as saying,
"It isn't acceptable. Essentially
nothing has changed, except that
BYU is requiring landlords to
make a decision i n how they're
going to discriminate."
The Deseret News reported that
last spring the ACLu asked a man
and a woman in their early 20s to
pose as prospective renters and
try to rent apartments at several
Provo complexes. Each of the
dozen apartments turned the two
away because they weren't BYU

Three Frontiers
Fam~ly,Land, and Society in
the American West,

I The Refiner's Fire
The Making of Mormon
Cosmology, 1644-1844

I

John L. Brooke
"This is not just a revealing
history
of
. - of- -the background
.
.
the first Mormons and early
Mormonism but a larger
history of early American
culture that will do almost
as much for readers who are
interested in the cultural
context in which this new
American religion developed
as it will do for those who
simply want to learn more
about Mormon beginnings."
-Jan Shipps,
Indiana University-Purdw
University, Indianapolis
0-521-34545-6 Hardback $34.95
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Exploring the values and
aspirations of settlers in the
Far West, this book compares
rural DeoDle who
in
the ~ & n e t t Valley
e
in the
1840s, the Utah valiey in the
1850s, and the Boise Valley
in the 1860s. How did
Americans move away from
a culture centering on family
and kin and from attitudes
that valued and protected the
land and move towa~dthe
pursuit of individual pleasure
and material well-being?
This question lies at the heart
of this comparative study.
~nterdkcipl&ry ~ ~ c c t i on
~ c
M o k History
0-52 1-43499-8 Hardback 844.95

students, or were of the wrong on gender and marital status. In a
sex or marital status. In July, the press release, BYU President Rex
couple, together with the ACLU, E. Lee said the reason for the
filed a federal civil rights suit policy is to establish residential
against the twelve apartments. conditions for students that supBYU, while not named in the suit, port the Christian values of
said it was in the university's best chastity and morality "It is sadinterest to join the cause, and dening that an organization comschool officials immediately hired mitted to the protection of civil
Mary Anne Wood and Richard M. liberties should file a lawsuit that
Hyman to represent the univer- strikes right at the heart of the
sity and owners respectively
civil liberties of our students,
The suit encompasses more their parents, the university and
issues than the litigation threat- its sponsoring church," he said.
ened last winter: not only does "Our position is based not only
the ACLU say student and non- on bedrock religious beliefs, it is
student segregation is unconsti- also a fundamental civil right,
tutional and in violation of which we intend to defend." Lee
federal and state fair housing also issued a promise that single
laws, but it also takes issue with male and female students will
BYU-mandated segregation based never live together at BYU.

LEE PLEADS GUILTY IN CHILD
SEX-ABUSE CASE

s

FORMER FIRST QUORUM of
the Seventy member George F1
Lee was charged in August 1993
with the 1989 sexual abuse of a
twelve-year-old girl (see "George
P Lee Indicted,"SUNSTONE,
Dec.
1993). For months Lee, 51,
steadfastly maintained his innocence, warning that God would
punish those accusing him of the
first-degree felony
Over a year later, instead of
standing trial during the first

Shortly after third district judge
Kenneth Rigtmp sentenced him
to eighteen months probation,
Lee apologized to the now 17year-old girl and her family, the
Deseret News reported. "I want to
say, your honor, that I'm very
sorry,'' he said. "I'm sorry for
whatever difficult times that I've
put them through." Lee, who was
the first general authority to be
excommunicated from the
Church in forty-six years, told
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UPDATE
Commemorative Design, have been criticized by some as shameless
profiteering.

JUDGE SAYS UTAH IS THE ONLY PLACE
FOR DIVORCED MOM AND CHILDREN

f
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Pres. Gordon B. Hinckley unveils the Nauvoo Temple sun stone during a
program commemorating the 150th anniversary ofloesph Smith's death.

LDS LEADERS COMMEMORATE
MARTYRDOM
THOUSANDS OF Saints gathered 26 June at programs commemorating the 150th anniversary of Joseph Smith's death. At the Carthage
Jail, where both Joseph and his brother Hyrum were killed in 1844,
Church President Howard W Hunter. in his first widelv broadcast
public address, said we can best celebrate their memo4 by magnifying the message of their master: "We need to love one another with
the pure love of Christ, with genuine charity and compassion; if necessary sharing suffering, for chat is the way God loves us." President
Hunter exhorted all to be "kinder with one another, more gentle,
more forgiving," and to extend the hand of friendship to people
everywhere-even to "those who don't keep the commandments of
God."
Earlier in Nauvoo, President Gordon B. Hinckley commented that
though the prophet's life was short-he died at 38-"the fruits of
that life have been something almost beyond comprehension."
According to the Salt Lake Tnbune, Hinckley compared the problems
Smith and others faced to the difficulties LDS leaders face today:
"Their problem was a mob with painted faces; our problem is accommodating growth."
Later that afternoon Hinckley conducted a ceremony to unveil an
original Nauvoo Temple sun stbne, which will reside bn the temple
site. According to the Tribune, the day was extremely hot and humid,
and Hinckley, in a rare informal mood, joked that "some of you may
be even hotter if you don't shape up!"

ALICIA LARSON and her three children planned on a fresh start in
Oregon once her divorce was final. But David Young, a Utah third
district judge, says they won't be leaving Utah and its proper
Mormon environment anytime soon: "The move to Corvallis is not
compatible with the religious training that has been provided to the
children," he wrote. "The mother does not intend to attend religious
services."
The Salt Lake Tribune reported that Young's fear that Larson will
not rear her family in the faith prompted him to sign an order that
prevents Larson from taking her 6-, 8-, and 10-year-old children out
of the state-or even out of Summit County
Larson, who joined the Church ten yeas ago after marrying Marc
Larson, told the Tribune, "I feel that the whole ruling had to do with a
man with a lot of power and some kind of a warped sense of reality I
[feel] that since we had been married for nine years, and [religious
upbringing] had never been an issue, that this was something we
should~ea~e
out of the divprce."
Her ex-husband, however, feels the ruling was justified. "Men that
want to be fathers should have a chance to be able to do that and not
just have to sit back and watch their wives take off and do whatever
they want just because they are the mothers," he told the Tribune.
"She doesn't love them any more than I do."
Larson, who said the divorce was a result of religious disagreements and other tensions, is appealing the case with the help of the
Utah American Civil Liberties Union. ACLU staff attorney Kathryn
Kendell says she feels "very confident, not only from our philosophical perspective . . . but also from the legal perspective, that the
court's consideration of [Larson'sl church involvement was wholly inappropriate."

JOSEPH AND HYRUM SMITH
POSTMARKS ISSUED ON MARTYRDOM
A SPECIAL postmark honoring the Prophet Joseph Smith and his
brother Hyrum have been issued in time for the 150th anniversary of
their martyrdom. According to the Deseret News, one cancellation
was issued at the Carthage Jail Station and a second at the Joseph
Smith Memorial Station in Salt Lake City A third cancellation with a
decorative cachet envelope commemorating the unveiling of the
Nauvoo Temple sun stone is also available. The cancellation marks,
produced by Alan Wood and Lloyd Shaw of Salt Lake's
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NON-LDS ENROLLMENT DROPS AT Y
IN 1965, when BYU charged the same tuition for LDS and non-LDS
students, non-members comprised about 5 percent of the student
body. Several years later, with tithing paying for about 70 percent of
a BYU student's tuition, school officials decided non-members
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should pay more for their heavily subsidized education. The
change, which now requires non-members to pay about $600
more a semester than their LDs classmates, predictably caused a
substantial drop in non-LDS enrollment. Bruce Higley, BW director
of institutional research, told the Deseret News that non-member
numbers dwindled from 2.8 percent in 1970 to 2.1 percent in
1980. From 1989 to 1994, the university's handful of non-members
dropped by half-from 602 to 319, or to 1percent of ~ w ' 27,000
s
students.
BYU officials say other reasons include increasing competition for
admission slots (1993 fall semester freshmen averaged a 3.7 GPA and
a score of 29 on the ACT)and greater emphasis on the ecclesiastical
endorsement form (members are required to have a bishop's and
stake president's approval; non-members need an okay from their ecclesiastical leader).

UTAH LEADERS IGNORE ACLU,
MEET IN W S TABERNACLE
DESPITE THREATS of an
ACLU lawsuit, the Utah

Legislature held a July
town meeting in the
Logan LDS Tabernacle.
The A ~ contends
U
the
meeting was a violation
of the separation of
church and state as well
as "a horrible, insensitive
decision." The 80 percent
LDS legislature, however,
says it has a policy of holding town meetings in different parts of the
state each summer. "The site is no indication of religious bias," one
lawmaker told the Salt Lake Tribune. Speaker of the House Rob
Bishop called the Aau's criticism of the meeting "off-basenand "paranoid."
Amid a flurry of bad press and letters to the editor, the lawmakers
eventually agreed not to take any legislative action, and for those who
felt uncomfortable attending, the meeting was broadcast via cable TV
to a nearby restaurant. LDS officials waived the usual policies for
meetings in Church buildings, giving the legislature complete control. Several days before the meeting the A a u announced it was still
troubled, but didn't have time or staff to pursue the suit.
Close to 400 citizens gathered to discuss Utah policy at the
meeting, while about a dozen protesters marched and chanted outside; another ten or twelve watched the town meeting on TV from the
restaurant. From the tabernacle pulpit Speaker Bishop said that while
the controversy "wouldn't make us go to a tabernacle in the future . . .
it [wouldn't] prohibit us from going to one."

SAINTS, OTHER FAITHS UNITE IN
AS FLOODS in Georgia rendered thousands homeless and in need of
essential services in mid-July, LDS leaders joined with representatives
from other denominations to provide food and relief.
Apostle M. Russell Ballard and Seventy Alexander B. Monison,
president of the North America Southeast Area, visited with govemment and religious leaders in Albany to coordinate further relief efforts. They also visited a temporary camp set up for over 500 ms
volunteers from throughout the area.
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"We do not really care what denomination or what church a
person is a member of," said Rev. Jimmy Cason, a Methodist pastor
from Leesburg who organized his congregation into teams to distribute food, water, and clothing brought in from the LDS church's
Atlanta storehouse. "We have people who ordinarily might not work
together coming together for a common goal and that's really exciting," Cason told the Deseret News.

LDS FOUNDATION DONATES TO
HOUSING FOR MENTALLY ILL
THE LDS CHURCH recently donated $250,000 to help build a
housing complex that will become home to some of Utab mentally
ill. The donation was given to Valley Mental Health, and will provide
housing for low-income clients with chronic disabilities. Dr. David
Dangerfield, executive director of mental health services, told the
Deseret News, "We are moved by the churchk concern and desire to
participate."

SPRAYPAINT VANDALS TAG
BOUNTIFUL TEMPLE
IN JUNE, vandals walked through an unsecured gate at the unfinished Bountiful Temple and spray-painted a Nazi swastika, a peace
symbol, an inverted cross, and other markings on four different
walls. According to the Deseret News, one or more people entered the
temple after midnight, found a can of orange spray-paint in what will
be the celestial room, and proceeded to mark the unpainted walls.
Police didn't offer damage estimates, but said the walls were simply
painted or wall-papered over. Officers took fingerprints from the can
of paint but have made no arrests, police authorities told the News.

HUNTER REAFFIRMS PRIMACY OF
CHURCH TEACHINGS IN INTERVIEW
PRESIDENT

HOWARD

W

HUNTER, in his first major interview since being sustained as
Church pmident, was described
as "mild-mannered and gentle,"
but also "unbending in reaffirming the primacy of Church
teachings over individual conscience, the authority of the hierarchy and the appropriateness of
ecclesiastical sanctions against
those who cross the line." The following are excerpts from the 22
October interview, conducted by
Los A n"d e s Times relieion
writer
"
Pres. Howard W Hunter
Lany B. Stammer.
Q: Where does academicfreedom andfreedom of inquiry cross the line
into auostasv and how difficult is it to draw that line?
H ~ J N T E ~That's
:
a concern that's talked about within the leadership of the Church. Now there are many who think they don't have
academic freedom. In some sense that requires a definition of academic freedom. But where there is an outspoken opposition to that
which has been announced by the Church's policy, we take action
on it. We think that is a matter which should be handled by a council . . . that handles judicial matters, that they [theologiansor others]
be in conformity with the teachings of the Church. If they're not
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they'll be subject to disciplinary action-and usually are.
Q: Is it possible in the light of continuing revelation that the Mormon
Church may change its opposition to women in the priesthood?
HUNTER: At the present time there isn't an avenue of ever
changing. It's too well defined by revelation, by scripture. And we
follow strictly the scriptural passageway in matters of that kind. I see
nothing that will lead to a change of direction at the present time-or
in the future.
Q: The Mormon Church has long been known and respectedfor its emphasls on thefamily as the basic building block ofsociety. Nuw you seem to
be placing even more emphasis on it.
HUNTER: We've placed great emphasis on that in recent years because we believe it's basic. Society's been changed and for those who
give a listening ear in trying to hold the line on morals etc., it's caused
them to [take a] deeper stand and a more urgent stand concerning
this. . . . Basically, there is the matter of righteousness and unrighteous conduct. The two can't be reconciled unless heed is given to that
which is right. . . . That's why we have given attention as we do to the
family

HOFMANN FINED AFTER CONTRABAND
TOBACCO FOUND IN CELL
CONVICTED PIPE-BOMBER Mark
Hofmann was recently fined $10 after
prison officials found all the fudngs for
homemade cigarettes hidden in his
cell. The Deseret News reported that the
tobacco violation is Hofmann's first
write-up since he was sent to prison in
1985 for the bombing murders of
Steve Christensen and Kathy Sheets.
Some officers think Hoffman took the
fall for a fellow inmate: "His cell mate
was a big, rough bruiser of a guy and
Mark Hofmann
was suspected of wheeling and dealing
contraband," corrections spokesperson
Jack Ford told the News. Hofmann is serving a five-years-to-life sentence; the Board of Pardons recently recommended that Hofmann
never be paroled.

ANTI-MORMON SENTIMENT SHOCKS
IDAHO L'I: GOVERNOR
IDAHO LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR Butch Otter said he never
thought of his state as one overflowing with anti-Mormon sentiment
until he ordered state flags lowered to half-mast in honor of Ezra Taft
Benson's death and over 200 incensed Idahoans called to complain.
"It was amazing. I've never felt that before. It was a new dimension of bigotry for me . . . ,"Otter told the Associated h s s .
The lowering of flags, according to Otter's order, was to honor
former U.S. Agriculture Secretary Benson, an Idaho native, for a lifetime of public service; further down the order mentioned Bensonk
service as leader of Idaho's 250,000 Latter-day Saints. Otter told the
AP that news reports mixed up the order, describing it solely as a
tribute to the Mormon prophet.
The phone started ringing early the next morning. Otter began
taking calls after the choked lines overwhelmed his staff. Some were
concerned about Idaho's blurred distinction between church and
state; others complained that "you Mormons" are trying to take over
the state! (Otter said he patiently explained to anyone who would
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listen that he was Catholic.)
Otter said he wasn't surprised by
the number of calls, considering the
way his executive order was reported. "What did surprise me, even
after I explained it, was the intensity
of their anger," he told the AP.
A number of local government
leaders praised Otter for his action,
saying they would have issued the
same order. "[Benson] was an
Idahoan, he was born here, he was a
Cabinet member and he deserved
that," one official told the AP.

Pres. Ezra Taft Benson

U. OF IDAHO HALL OF FAME INDUCTS
PRESIDENT BENSON
PRESIDENT EZRA TAFT BENSON was inducted into the University
of Idaho's Hall of Fame during the winter semester graduation ceremony, just weeks before his death. A native of Whitney, Idaho, he
worked with the university in 1929-30 as an extension economist
and marketing
during
- specialist
- his tenure as a Franklin County. agricultural agent.

NEW MEXICO SHELTER REJECTS
LDS HELP
IN JUNE, an Albuquerque evangelical Christian shelter rejected a local
Mormon group's offer to help serve meals. Mark Fairchild, executive
director of the homeless shelter, told the Associated hess that hls decision stemmed from the "major doctrinal gulp between Mormonism
and the vein of Christianity he advocates. "For us to approve someone
coming in who holds views we know to be the opposite of the true
gospel would be wrong, and I've chosen to draw the line," he said.
The leader of the Mormon group, Ron Neil, said he didn't know
about Fairchild's attitude when he volunteered; he had arranged,
through another mission coordinator, to bring the group's twenty-seven
members five times during the month. Later Neil said he received a call
from Fairchild telling him "our belief systems . . . our understanding of
Jesus Christ and the scriptures . . . were so different we couldn't come."
The AP reported that Fairchild's attitude apparently is not shared
by his counterpart at the Salt Lake Rescue Mission. Spokesperson
Don LeFevre said the Church has provided food and clothing to the
mission in the past without incident.

CHURCH GIVES AID TO
RWANDA, GEORGIA
THE FIRST PRESIDENCY has approved disbursement of a relief
package to famine-ravaged areas of Rwanda including:
320,000 pounds of food items, medical supplies, clothing and
blankets;
$200,000 in cash for immediate assistance in food and supply
distribution;
emergency medical supplies and soap valued at $10,000.
In other relief efforts, Church officials visited flooded regions in
Georgia, organizing distribution of food and supplies. According to
the DS Church News, so far local Latter-day Saints have participated in
the extensive clean-up and repairs on local homes and businesses, as
well as provided housing, meals, and clothing for over 5,000 people.
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GNTZ DENIES BUILDING BASE
IN IDAHO

CHURCH MEMBERSJOIN IN
ANTI-PORNOGRAPHY CRUSADE

CONSERVATIVE MORMON
and former U.S. presidential
candidate lames "BonGritz has
been accused of leading efforts
to establish a 280-acre, whitesupremacist compound near
Kamiah, Idaho. Gritz admits
that he and others recentlv
bought the land, but says the;
made the purchase only to
"bring prosperity and development" to the area. He also says
the white-supremacist label is
unfair and untrue. Gritz anJames -Bo" Gritz
grily contends that the group
levying the charges, the
Coalition for Human Dignity, is a "queer front organization" running
a smear campaign. "You cannot be prejudiced and have two AmerAsian children and a black godchild that I love as much as my own
children," he told the Associated Press. "You cannot be prejudiced
and be a special-forces soldier-they would eat you for dinner."
If the coalition's assertions are true, some feel the compound's creation would be the most significant development in the white-supremacist movement in recent years.

A COALITION of like-minded activists, apparently including a substantial number of members of the LDS Church, have banded together to rid the small town of Mesquite, Nevada, of the
pornography-vending Pure Pleasure Book & Video Store, which
opened on the outskirts of town in September 1993. Their efforts
have included lawsuits, adding Mesquite to national prayer-group
lists, circulating petitions seeking "divine intervention" against the
store, and having local LDs seminary students march around the store
in protest.
"We will continue to fight this until it's gone," said Dena Hoff of
Mesquite, president of Help Our Moral Environment (HOME).Hoff
admitted that the protests were difficult in the extreme heat (often
over 120" F), but that they intended to cany on. According to the Salt
Lake Tribune. HOME has widened its c a m ~ a i mto southwestern Utah
and St. Gorge, where, they say, based on surveillance of store patrons' car license plates, 75 percent of Pure Pleasure's business originates.

92%OF LDS TEENS HAVE SEEN AT
LEAST ONE R-RATED FILM
A RECENT study shows that 92 percent of LDS students surveyed
had seen at least one R-rated movie in the last year, while 99 percent
of non-ms students had seen at least one. This People reported that
the ms statistics were "a great disappointment" to Randal A. Wright,
author of the book Why Good People See Bad Movies. "Many are going
against the counsel of the Brethren and are viewing extremely violent
and sexually explicit movies and television," Wright said.

CHURCH ENCOURAGES UNWED
PARENTS TO CONSIDER ADOPTlON
THE FIRST PRESIDENCY has recently issued a statement encouraging unwed parents to try to establish an "eternal family," but if "the
unwed parents are unable or unwilling to many, they should be encouraged to place their child for adoption." The statement instructs
Church leaders not to encourage the unwed parent to keep the baby
as a condition of repentance. The First Presidency added that it is
alarmed at the "decline of moral values in society and the resultant
number of children being reared by unwed parents."

PRESIDENT HINCKLEY RECEIVES
TOP SCOUTING AWARD
IN MAY, President Gordon B. Hinckley received the Boy Scouts of
America's top award, the Silver Buffalo. The award, which recognizes
service to youth on a national level, was presented this year in
Nashville, Tennessee, by President Thomas S. Monson, a previous
Silver Buffalo award winner. Previous LDS recipients include Church
Presidents Ezra Taft Benson and Spencer W Kimball.
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TRANSFERRED
L. DOUGIAS SMOOT, dean of the college of technology and
engineering at Brigham Young University, has been selected to be
one of the top scientific advisors to Congress.
KAY R. WHITMORE, former chief executive of Eastman
Kodak, has been called to be the president of the London,
England mission.
MICHAEL GOLDSMITH, Brigham Young University law professor and former assistant U.S. attorney, has been confirmed by
the Senate to the U.S. Sentencing Commission.

AWARDS
GEROLD OTTLEY, director of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir,
was recently presented the Latter-day Saints for Cultural
Awareness (LDSCA)Ammon Award in behalf of the choir. The
award was given for the choir's efforts to "bear testimony of the
gospel through music . . . and cross over ethnic and cultural derivations to touch the hearts of many"
JOSEPH C. SMITH, president of LDScA, was also given an
award by the organization in recognition of his contributions to
LDSCA.

DEATHS
MERYL BENNION, 88, wife of Lowell Bennion, died of congestive heart failure, 24 September 1994.
REED BRADFORD, 82, author of A Teacher's Quest and former
Brigham Young University sociology professor, died of cancer 4
October 1994.
ALBERT EDMUND BARLOW, 91, member of a Salt Lake polygamist clan who was jailed twice for unlawful cohabitation, died
5 October 1994.
ERICH ROBERT PAUL, 51, author of Science, Religion, and
Mormon Cosmology and professor of the history of science and
computer science at Dickinson College in Pennsylvania, died 5
October 1994.
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The city of Mesquite recently passed a sexually-oriented business
zoning law designed to shut down Pure Pleasure, but store manager
Sam Cianciola, a veteran operator of adult bookstom, brought a lawsuit against the city, and the store is currently running under the protection of a temporary restraining order against the city Saying that
"things like this can stay in court for ten years," Cianciola characterizes his opponents as "LDS-Lost, Dumb, and Stupid."

BYU STUDENTS CONSERVATIVE,
UNINFORMED, AND DISLIKE CLINTON
A RECENT survey revealed that only 7 percent of B
w students voted
for President Clinton in the 1992 elections, and a mere 6 percent
consider themselves Democrats.
The study, modeled after a national Gallup poll, showed that 66
percent of students surveyed disapproved of the way Clinton has
handled the presidency so far. When asked if Clinton "shares your
values," 85 percent said he does not, 8 percent said he does.
According to the Deseret News, surveyors were surprised at how
conservative and uninformed the campus appeared. "BYU students . . . seem much less informed or less willing to state a definite
opinion about President Clinton than the nation," the surveyors
wrote. "Perhaps many college students are so busy with student life
that they do not inform themselves about the issues. . . . It is also pos-
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sible that, considering the partisan biases of many BYU students, they
have simply chosen to ignore the Clinton presidency."
154 of BYU'S 27,000 students were surveyed, but math professor
David Wright said the findings were a fair representation of the BYU
student body

"BYU EAST" BID FAILS
A NAWOO, Illinois, business group's efforts to create an independent college with LDS values in the Midwest have failed. Organizers,
however, have vowed to continue trying. The group is headed by retired Marine sergeant Jerry McLeod, who said he and others worked
for four years to raise the $450,000 needed to buy a vacant college in
Carthage, Ill. When only $22,000 was raised, the property was sold
to another buyer. Nonetheless, McLeod told the Salt Lake Tribune that
if enough people are interested, he will begin raising the estimated
$10 million needed to build a college from the ground up. "We need
some additional places for the LDS kids to go," said McLeod, father of
eight. "We send them to Utah and they never come back. I've got
three out there now"
McLeod explained to the BYU student paper the Daily Universe
that some of the group's financial problems came once the Church
decided not to sanction the project. For example, he said, one investor offered to donate a million dollars toward the building of "BYU
East," but only if the college was Church-endorsed.
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR MORMON LETTERS will hold its
annual symposium 14January 1995 at Westminster College in Salt
Lake. For more information, write Linda Brummett. 2090 N. 220
E., Provo, UT 84604 or call 801B77-8586.
THE ASSOCIATION FOR MORMON LETTERS has printed
two volumes of selected AML proceedings from 1989-1993. To save
mailing costs, lifetime members and members who have paid
1994's dues will receive the publications through AML officers. In
Utah County: Linda Brummett (377-8586); in Salt Lake: Elbert
Peck (355-5926); and in Davis-Weber County: Robert Hoge (6266596). Members outside those areas will receive the volumes by
mail.
THE ASSOCIATION OF MORMON COUNSELORS AND
PSYCHOTHERAPISTS is holding its annual convention 31
March 1995. Send presentation proposals to AMM, 2500 E. 1700
S., Salt Lake City, UT 84108.
THE BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY MUSEUM OF ART
is featuring C. C. A. Christensen Art Mormon Panorama paintings
from 26 August 1994 through September 1995. For more information, call 80lB78-ARTS.
THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY DAUGHTERS OF UTAH
PIONEERS is collecting material for a reference book on Utah's pioneer women. For information, write DUP Headquarters, Pioneer
Memorial Museum, 300 N. Main, Salt Lake City, UT 84103.
THE UNIVERSITY CHAPTER OF THE WESTERN ILLINOIS AMERICAN GUILD OF ORGANISTS is sponsoring a
symposium on "Mormonism and Music," 26 March 1995 at 2600
W Adam St., Macomb, Illinois. For more information, contact
Hugh McHarry at 312/878-9200, ext. 255.
THE MORMON HISTORY ASSOCIATION has a new address: 2470 N. 1000 W, Layton, UT 84041-1236.

N

CALENDAR

THE MORMON HISTORY ASSOCIATION, CANADIAN
MORMON STUDIES ASSOCIATION, and JOHN WHITMER
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION, will hold a joint meeting m
K~ngston,Ontario, Canada, 20-24 June 1995. Submit paper abstracts by 1 October 1994 to Jessie Embry at the Charles Redd
Center, 4069 HBLL, BYU, Provo, UT 84602.
THE NOTTINGHAM MORMON STUDIES CENTER is
hosting a conference on all aspects of the Mormon experience, 6-8
April 1995. For more information contact Douglas Davies, Director
of Mormon Studies, University of Nottingham, NG7 2RD, England.
CAROL LYNN PEARSON will be performing "Mother Wove
the Mornmng" during November in Columbus, Indianapolis, and
Cincinnati.
THE WILLIAM G. AND WINIFRED E REESE MEMORIAL
AWARD, a $500 recognition of the best doctoral dissertat~onor
master's thesis in Mormon history, will be presented at the 1994
Mormon History Association meeting in June 1995. Manuscripts
should be submitted by 1 February 1995 to the Joseph Fielding
Smith Institute for Church History, 127 KMB, Bngham Young
University, Provo, 84602.
SUNSTONE CONFERENCES
THE NORTHEAST SYMPOSIUM will be held at the Holiday
Inn Crowne Plaza, Natick, MA, 18-19 November 1994. To subm~t
proposals, contact Don Gustavson at 203/496-7090.
SYMPOSIUM WEST will be held at the Clarion Hotel at the
San Francisco Airport 3 4 March 1995. For more information,
contact Robert and Sharyn Larsen at 510/283-6167.
THE 1995 SALT LAKE SUNSTONE SYMPOSIUM will be
held 9-12 August at the Salt Lake Hilton Hotel. Contact the
Sunstone Foundation, 331 Rio Grande Street, Suite 206, Salt Lake
City, UT 84101 (801/355-5926; fax 801B55-4043).

M O R M O N

MEDIA

IMAGE
The Millenarian
World of Early
Mormonism

LA CIVILTA UTTOLICA REVISITS
MORMONISM
THE LAST time the Jesuit journal La Civiltd Cattolica published an article entirely devoted to Mormonism was in 1860. Very anti-Mormon
in tone, the article recognized that Mormon ideas about theocratic
government and apostolic infallibility were not wrong, but charged
that they had been borrowed from the Catholic Church. In 1860, the
editorial positions of La Civiltd Cattolica were normally considered to
represent semi-official Vatican policy
On 16 July 1994, La Civiltd Cattolica published its second article
devoted to Mormonism, retaining the same anti-Mormon tone and
the same types of inaccuracies. Ironically, this time it criticized
Mormonism for alleged theocratic teachings and claims of infallibility-the same items praised in 1860.
Among the inaccuracies: the LDS claim that the Lamanites in the
Book of Mormon became the Blacks in America; that each of the
three witnesses to the Book of Mormon left the Church-without
also disclosing that none denied their testimonies that they had seen
gold plates; and that Joseph Smith was basically illiterate. Since
Vatican 11, La Civiltd Cattolica, while still widely read, is no longer
considered representative of Vatican positions.
Another Rome-based Jesuit journal, Studia Missionalia, published
an article by Jesuit academic John Saliba, S.J. The article is scholarly,
unprejudiced and, for the most part, accurate. Saliba is one of two
scholars who has made presentations on Mormonism to a m a r c h
group created in 1988 by the International Federation of Catholic
Universities pursuant to a mandate from four Vatican Secretariats to
prepare reports on new religious movements.
The other scholar, Massimo Introvigne, has written the only book
on Mormonism published by the Vatican Press. The French edition of
that book has received favorable reviews in both the journal of
Mormon History and BW Studies. Introvigne's response to the article in
La Civiltd Cattolica has been published in Cristianitd, a conservative
Catholic monthly published by a lay organization, Alleanza Cattolica.
In his response, Introvigne has identified the most important inaccuracies, but perhaps more interesting, points out that the authors (although recommending only two anti-Mormon books for further
consultation by their readers) have plagiarized at least two passages
from hls own Vatican-published book.
According to Introvigne, many of the inaccuracies in the article
occur because of the author's reliance on Pier Angelo Gramaglia's
1985 anti-Mormon diatribe Confionto con i Mormoni. This reliance is
particularly ironic, because even though Gramaglia is a Catholic
priest, he is extremely controversial in Italy for his radical left-wing
political positions, and for callingJohn Paul I1 a "demagogue."In fact,
Gramaglia's vitriolic opposition to Mormonism may have as much to
do with Mormonism's identification with the United States and conservative causes as it has with its doctrine.
Introvigne concludes his response by noting that the article in La
Civiltd Cattolica will remain largely irrelevant and will be remembered
only as "a footnote in the history of anti-Mormonism,"It will not prevent the possibility of the dialogue between Mormonism and the
Catholic Church called for by Father Saliba in his re~ort.Such dia-
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Grant Underwood
Winner of the Mormon History
Association Best Book Award

$24.95

Differing Visions
issenters in Mormon History
Edited by Roger D. Launius and Linda Thatcher
Foreword by Leonard J. Arrington
$32.50

The Ritualization
of Mormon History
and Other Essays
Davis Bitton
$25.95

Mormon Enigma
Emma Hale Smith
Second Edition
Linda King Newel1 and
Voleen Tippetts Avery
Winner of the Mormon History
Association Best Book Aword, the John
Whitmer Association Best Book Aword,
ond the Evans Biography Aword

Illus. Paper, $16.95

Contemporary Mormonism
Social Science Perspectives
Edited by Marie Cornwall, Tim B. Heaton, and Lawrence A. Young
832.50

The Angel and
the Beehive
The Mormon Struggle
with Assimilation
Armand L. Mauss
$29.95
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PRESIDING HAS ITS PRIVILEGES
INTERESTED IN touring the Holy Land? A ten-day lecture tour,
complete with speakers from M.R.M.S., can be yours for around
$2000, according to a recent flier. If the price seems out of your
range, signing five others up will pay for your trip. Not pushy enough
to corral your friends into underwriting your vacation? You're in
luck-if you happen to be a Melchizedek priesthood leader, in which
case you automatically qualify for a $400 discount. Relief Society
president? Auxiliary presidents (and seminary teachers) rate $300 off
full fare. Still worried about paying full price? Don't worry; just marry
any of the above for a $250 fare reduction.

STAND UP TO THE QUIPPING KING
MONARCH OF terror Stephen King
chose Salt Lake over Boulder, Colorado,
as a principle location to film his fourpart N mini-series The Stand in protest
of Colorado's controversial anti-gay legislation. But his stay in the City of the
Saints prompted him to stir things up
on his own. In an Entertainment Weekly
article that describes Salt Lake as "one
of the blandest places on earth," King
cracks the joke: "What do you call
canned fruit in Jell-O?" The answer?
d.*y"".
.""
"Mormon soul food." The article contained a number of other snide comments from cast and crew, mostly based on predictable Utah
stereotypes. The jokes prompted a local radio show to call for a boycott of the production. Still, on a N news program during the airing
of the series, King did have at least one compliment for Utahns: "Salt
Lake City extras are the best dead people any of us had ever seen."
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